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ABSTRACT

Why is the anti-nuclear movement so strong?  How come that it exists at all?  It is easy to ask
these questions but it is difficult to give an answer.

In the Western World not many people are familiar with the development and demise of a
pseudo-scientific teaching, commonly called Lysenkoism, that flourished in the Soviet Union from
about 1929 up to 1966. During this period Lysenkoism did an enormous harm to the development of
Biological Sciences in the Soviet Union and even to the overall national economy.

In 1967, Zhores A. Medvedev wrote a historical account of that sad period. The book The Rise
and Fall of T. D. Lysenko (MEDV 67) was published two years later in the United States (Columbia
University Press, 1969), and in 1993 in Moscow (MEDV 93). On page 244 (MEDV 67), when
discussing impact of Lysenkoism on the Soviet society, science and economy, Medvedev wrote:

“No single answer can be given to explain how an obvious pseudoscience could
maintain a monopoly for so long, nor how clearly harmful and absurd
recommendations could be adopted into the national economy.”

In the Western industrialized world , in the second half of the twentieth century, a very strong
antinuclear movement developed that has almost terminated any further developments and
applications of nuclear power for the production of electricity.

The similarity between two movements exists, and, in my view, it is very appropriate to
modify the Medvedev’s statement as follows:

“No single answer can be given to explain how an obvious pseudoscience, the
antinuclear movement, could maintain a monopoly for so long, nor how clearly
harmful and absurd recommendations to stop developments of nuclear power could
be adopted into national economies of many nations.”

The object of this paper is to review briefly  the rise and demise of Lysenkoism, a much better
known history of antinuclear movement and finally to discuss similarities and differences between the
two.
                                                          
1 In this article I am separating antinuclear from environmental movement. Although there is presently
a strong connection between these two, they are in fact separate movements with separate goals.
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Preamble

1.  How I Got Involved with Nuclear Power Issues

In the Western industrialized world , in the beginning of the second half of the twentieth
century, a very strong antinuclear movement developed. At that time, as a young physicist, I was
interested in fundamental problems in nuclear and high energy physics and was not interested in
nuclear technology. Thus, I was not very concerned with the rise of the antinuclear movement.

Then, on March 28, 1979, the Three Mile Island accident happened. It was the first accident in
a commercial, electricity producing nuclear reactor and it attracted enormous public attention. The
accident was a very expensive one, was a public relation disaster, but neither killed nor seriously
injured anybody. For me the accident was just another industrial accident produced by a new and
complex, but very promising technology, the nuclear power. Nevertheless, after reading reports about
it in the printed media and seeing on television so many obviously wrong and mindless news reports
about it, I became interested to learn more about the accident and issues related to nuclear technology.
Eventually, I joined the debate about the needs for nuclear power.and its future.

My true debut into the nuclear power controversy occurred on March 3, 1981, when I gave a
public colloquium in the Physics Department at the University of Manitoba under the title “Three Mile
Island - Incident, Accident or Near-Holocaust?” That lecture was taped and later transcribed (JOVA
81), but never offered for publication. At that time so much was written about the Three Mile Island
accident, that an extra article would have been simply lost in the flood of mostly incorrect and some
correct information.

For 23 years since then, I have studied nuclear power issues in detail and have written a
number of articles, some of which were published in professional journals, some in popular Op-Ed
articles and letters to the editors in various newspapers. I also participated in a number of professional
international conferences and gave many lectures to both professional and lay audiences. I should also
point out that I have never been a member of either the so called “nuclear establishment” or
antinuclear movement and that I have never received any financial support from either of the two.

During all those years, I was very seriously interested in broad issues related to nuclear power
and its importance for the mankind. I learned about many detailed aspects, both good and bad, about
very complex nuclear issues. Very early in my studies, I came to a conclusion that good features of
nuclear power outweigh the bad ones and I became very strongly in favor of nuclear power. I should
also add that I agreed with some criticisms of the so-called “nuclear establishment”. I felt that some
mistakes have been made, mistakes that could have been avoided. On the other side, I became even
more critical of the antinuclear movement. Briefly speaking my major objections to antinuclear
movement were twofold: (A) most arguments of the newly created “antinuclear establishment” were
based on pseudo science, and (B) many critics of nuclear power were full of idealistic wishes to have a
risk free world and that nuclear power must be  risk free - an obviously impossible and unrealistic goal
that no technology has ever achieved, and will ever achieve.

Very early in this effort, my daughter Vera, who was at that time studying Genetics at the
University of Manitoba, brought to my attention the development of Lysenkoism in the Soviet Union
and its analogy to the development of antinuclear movement in the West. Although I knew something
about Lysenkoism, this comparison surprised me. Thus, I borrowed and read the Medvedev’s book
(MEDV 67)  with amazement. In spite of vastly different political systems in the Soviet Union and in
the West, I was struck by great similarity between development of  Lysenkoism and antinuclear
movement. Briefly, in neither of the two cases, the movement was initiated from the top, by the
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political leaders, but rather from the bottom, by some quasi-scientists managing to win at first strong
support of the media, although he never won support of the professional community. Later, the
political authorities got involved in the debate and were used by Lysenko and supporters to help
destroy professional opposition to Lysenko..For instance, Vavilov, a scientist with impeccable world
reputation and also a member of the communist hierarchy, who was the main opponent of Lysenko,
was eventually thrown into jail where he perished.

Nevertheless, the overall similarity between two movements exists. In my view, it is very
appropriate to modify slightly the Medvedev’s statement quoted above, as follows:

“No single answer can be given to explain how an obvious pseudoscience, the
antinuclear movement, could maintain a monopoly for so long, nor how clearly
harmful and absurd recommendations (to stop developments of nuclear power)
could be adopted into national economies of many nations.”

The object of this lecture is first to review briefly the history of Lysenkoism, history not so
well known in the West, history of the antinuclear movement and finally to compare the two
movements.

2. Have we Been Wise Enough in the Past?

In one of my recent articles (JOVA 99), I presented evidence that shows that our Earth is
resourceful enough for the whole world of up to 10 billion people to lead affluent lives as we have
them presently in the industrialized part of the world, providing it is powered by nuclear breeder
reactors. I finished this article with the following paragraph:

“There are no physical reasons why one part of humanity has to compete with
another one for the remaining natural resources, for the “last barrel of oil and the last
kernel of grain”. The earth is resourceful enough for everybody to live well. We only
need wisdom to achieve this general affluence.”

In that article I stopped short of discussing “wisdom”. I limited myself only to discussing the
physical availability of resources, leaving discussion of “wisdom” for another opportunity.  I shall use
this lecture to extend the above mentioned article.

I shall start by clarifying the meaning of the word “wisdom” by giving few examples.  The
Oxford Dictionary explains the wisdom as

“experience and knowledge together with power of applying them critically or
practically.”

Some years ago, I happened to come across a supposedly old Arabian adage that classifies
people into four types as follows:

“He who knows, and knows that he knows, follow him;
He who knows, and does not know that he knows, awake him;
He who does not know, and knows that he does not know, teach him;
He who does not know, and does not know that he does not know, avoid him.”

To me a person who fits description in the first sentence is a “wise” person. The person who is
well described by the last sentence is not a wise one.
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To illustrate the concept of wisdom further, I shall give few examples:

Example (1):  A media nonsense that we should avoid

In an article called “The Nuclear Dilemma Remains - From Here to Eternity May Be a 30-
Second Trip” Paul Sullivan (SULL 80) wrote:

“There are a few things I don’t like to think about.
.”..The kind of things that make you break into a cold sweat on a warm bright

sunny day.
“...A few weeks ago, one such snippet leaped into my head and settled in for the

winter.  It came from a dry Associated Press dispatch buried among the ads on page
37 of the newspaper.   It has to do with the near disaster that happened last summer at
the Three Mile Island Nuclear Facility.  It is a simple fact, easily absorbed, not
quickly forgotten, that a meltdown of the reactor’s fuel was only thirty seconds away
before the plant was safely shut down.

“...Thirty seconds.  Thirty seconds before the reactor’s core exploded with a force
more terrible than that unleashed upon the hapless souls of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a
force terrible enough to destroy the state of Pennsylvania, and the thirteen million
people living in it, not to mention virtually every other form of life except for the
cockroaches.

. . . . .
“...But a few seconds separating us from an unimaginable holocaust make it a

time for swift and radical action.  Yet, something went wrong.  Like the citizens of
Pompeii, we seem content to live on the lip of a live volcano.  Still, the debate rages
on, as if the ultimate prize were a shiny trophy, not the lives of millions, or billions, of
people.”

Clearly, I consider that Mr Sullivan is in the fourth category, “he does not know and
does not know that he does not know”. Thus, I put his article into a “nonsense” category. This
article should not have been printed, as it misinformed, rather than informed.

Example (2):  From IPPANI hearings - a case of wisdom we should follow

In 1984, four religious denominations organized a program called IPPANI (Interfaith Program
for Public Awareness of Nuclear Issues) whose goal was  to study nuclear issues and present a report.
The panel was composed of 15 people, highly respected intellectuals from very different fields of
human activity, individuals who have not expressed their opinions before, at least not publicly, about
nuclear issues and who professionally were not in any way connected either with “nuclear
establishment” or with “anti-nuclear movement”. Clearly, the panelists were as unbiased as possible.
The panel held hearings for three times five days and I had an opportunity to present my view on the
issue under the title “The Need for Nuclear Power” in form of a lecture followed by a lengthy
question and answer period. All presentations and discussions at the hearings were taped and later
transcribed. The panelists wrote their own report. The report was made public and distributed as
planed. Unfortunately, as far as I know, it was never published in a book form. For my own interest, I
made my own report (JOVA 84b) that explained what the hearings were all about and that contained
transcripts of my own presentation and discussions that followed.

In their executive summary, the panel made statements that I think would put panelists into the
first, “wise” category. The fact that initially several  of the panelists were not very familiar with the
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issues puts them into the third category, thus giving even more weight to the expectations that they
objectively formed their opinions. Below, I quote a statement from their Executive Summary (IPPANI
85), a statement that I consider to be exceptionally wise and correct::

“....The panel is of the opinion that the adversarial dynamic [between pro- and
anti- nuclear proponents] has resulted in two kinds of rhetoric, one that is
unnecessarily inflammatory and one that is unreasonably reassuring, and that both are
wrong. It was argued at the hearings that the adversarial dynamic has led the public to
ask for unreasonable assurances and led the scientists and engineers to make excessive
promises of safety. The panel agrees that one shouldn't ask for absolute certainty and
one should not offer it.  A degree of humility is necessary on both sides and is the only
honest and productive way to face the issues.” (IPPANI 85, Final Report, Nov.1985,
page 4 )

I do not remember ever reading a statement like this one, but I wholeheartedly agree with it. In
fact, I believe that the nuclear establishment being “unreasonably reassuring”, and unable to deliver on
promises,  has contributed significantly to the strength of the antinuclear movement.

Example (3):  Thomas Jefferson’s  advice to follow and Walter Robbins’ advice to avoid.

Thomas Jefferson, one of the founders of the United States of America, stated

"I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers of society but the people
themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with
a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them but to inform their
discretion." (From Foreword by Glenn T. Seaborg in WAGN 89)

Clearly, what he meant is that if people “do not know but know that they do not know”, they
should be educated rather then ignored. I certainly do not have difficulty with this Jefferson’s,
statement, but, what happens if a person does not know and does not want to know?

In 1970s and 1980s, in Manitoba, the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) was doing
an extensive research on feasibility of deep underground disposal of nuclear waste. A small local  but
very active and vocal citizen’s group opposed this research. Mr. Walter Robbins was one of  its
leaders. He wrote a little book (ROBB 84) where he described the birth, activities and the philosophy
of this (anti-nuclear) group of people. At one place in the book he described a meeting of their
followers where a visitor from outside of Manitoba was a keynote speaker. Here is the quote:

“The meeting lurched its way through to Moe Sheppard's address. The noisy
crowd became silent as he eloquently delivered an unforgettable statement of the
rights of citizen in a free society to protest.

“Sheppard expressed this philosophy to me once in a letter. He said, "The
important thing to remember in that fight, I believe, is to demand the right to say yes
or no. All other arguments associated with technical expertise, economics, etc., are
totally irrelevant. We should not be drawn into such arguments (emphasis added by
me)." (from (ROBB 84), page 36-37)

What advice would Thomas Jefferson give in this case?
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3.  My Comments:

I met many professionals from the “nuclear establishment”, many activists from the “anti-
nuclear movement” who, like Moe Sheppard, were not interested to listen and learn, as well as many
people who were under informed and often confused about nuclear issues, but open minded.

In my opinion almost all members of the “nuclear establishment” are in the first category.
Briefly, they are professionals and they “know and know that they know”. This, of course, does not
imply that their opinions, in spite of being informed opinions, are always the best and should never be
questioned.

There are some people “who know but do not know that they know”, in other words who are
not interested in some problems. In fact, I consider that I myself was in that category before my lecture
about the Three Mile Island accident (JOVA 81). In reality, this lecture “woke me up”. I started to feel
that if a nuclear physicist teaching university students does not want to explain the nuclear issues  -
who should?

I met many people in the third category. Some of them were common citizen with high school
education and some were highly respected professionals in their own fields of expertise, but were not
sufficiently  informed about nuclear issues. Some were pro- and some were anti-nuclear by their
convictions. These people were keen to learn but were often handicapped with the fact that they
needed guidance where to find information and needed help in understanding some issues that
required specialized knowledge. I met people who initially were anti nuclear by their convictions, but
they were eager to listen to my explanations, and after some time, they changed their minds.

Many (most?) leaders in the anti-nuclear group are definitely in the fourth category. Some of
them are lazy to learn. Some of them are too prejudiced to learn about something they do not like, and
some, like Moe Sheppard mentioned above, wish to rule and make decisions independently of whether
their decisions would be good for society or not. I do not consider these people to be responsible
citizen.

Media people are in a group for itself. There are media people in any of the four categories,
but, unfortunately, my impression is that very few are in any of the first three categories. Media people
have very difficult goals to reach. They are often expected to report and comment on a very broad set
of issues, most of which they are not familiar with. Often, they are either not interested to learn, or too
busy to learn. So, often their reports are an absolute nonsense, like Mr. Sullivan’s report mentioned
above. On a number of cases I have directly attacked some media reports (see for instance JOVA 84,
87, 94a, 96, 02).

PART I:  About Lysenkoism

1. Introductory Remarks

My knowledge of genetics and history of genetics is very limited indeed.. Therefore, I will not
even attempt to give an extensive and comprehensive history of Genetics and Lysenkoism. My goal is
just to illustrate how wrong and damaging was Lysenkoism to the Soviet national economy and the
society in general. The reason for reviewing Lysenkoism is to be able to point out to similarities
between Lysenkoism and the modern antinuclear movement.

I learned a fair amount about  Lysenkoism in my Biology classes in 1946, when I was in grade
12. At that time, the communist Government of Yugoslavia was very active in copying the Soviet
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educational system. Teaching Lysenkoism was, of course, a part of that effort.  By taking Physics, I
have, of course, forgotten most of Soviet-like Biology, except that Lysenko teachings existed, that it
was a kind of dogma in the USSR, while at the same time it was totally rejected in the rest of the
world.

In this paper , when discussing Lysenkoism, I shall use information from  Zhores A.
Medvedev’s  book The Rise and Fall of T. D. Lysenko   published in 1967 in the United States (MEDV
69) .and two decades later later in Moscow (MEDV 93).

2. Early Years: The Rise (1929 - 1941)

In his first chapter Medvedev discusses in detail the historical background of the controversy
that eventually led to the development of Lysenkoism. He points out that in 1929- 1932 there was a
strong professional dispute in biology and genetics that “involved the problem of inheritance of
acquired characters and the reality of the gene as a hereditary substance” (MEDV 69, p.7).
Young Lysenko sided with the view that the inheritance of acquired characters is all important and that
genes are not. As early as August 1927, using questionable results of some of his experiments,
Lysenko managed to have a feature story on himself published in Pravda by a well-known journalist
Fedorovich. This article, of course , increased enormously whatever reputation Lysenko had at that
time. Medvedev then describes in detail how Lysenko managed to start leading Soviet Biology and
Genetics, unfortunately in the wrong direction. After several years, he was in firm command of
research in almost all fields dealing with Agriculture, Biology, Inheritance. He also got himself into a
perennial professional dispute with Vavilov, a world renowned scientist and, in fact, with the rest of
the professional world both inside and outside the USSR.

3. At the Pinnacle: 1946-1962

From middle thirties to middle fifties, Lysenko was in firm command of developments of
biological sciences and Agrobiology. These were the years when hybridization of corn was discussed
and introduced successfully in the United States. Due to importance of this particular subject I take
several quotes from Medvedev’s book (ibid., page 179), quotes that give a glimpse of how detrimental
was Lysenkoism to the Soviet economy.

“Lysenko and his associates have long boasted of their struggle for many
years against adoption in the USSR of hybrid corn derived from crosses between
inbred lines. . .

. . . . . . .
“The story of defamation of inbred-line hybrids began as early as 1935. Speaking

at an LAAAS (Lenin All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences)  meeting in
Odessa, Lysenko subjected inbreeding by self-fertilization to a sharp but unfounded
criticism of little competence.

. . . . . .
“In this connection Vavilov provided the information on the brilliant success of

hybrid corn and its wide adoption in the United States, . . . .
. . . . .
“....This anti-breeding campaign continued until 1954 when, at one of the CEC

(Central Executive Committee) plenary sessions, after a careful study of American
experience, a resolution was passed directing quick adoption of this progressive
methodology in the USSR. Had there not been the unproved, unfounded, tendentious,
and simply ignorant propaganda by the Lysenkoites, the method could have been
adopted in 1938-1939 when it was instantly proposed and plans for its
organization were prepared by Vavilov and his collaborators. Thirty to fifty
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billion kilograms of corn is the minimum loss sustained by our county from the
twenty-year anti-inbreeding campaign.”

Vavilov, a scientist of world reputation, was also a high level member of the Communist
Party. In spite of that, in August 1940, he was arrested on charges that had no basis in reality (ibid.,
pages 67-77). On 9 July 1941, just three weeks after German attack on the USSR, a military court
sentenced him to death. The sentence was later commuted by Beria himself to 10 years imprisonment.
Nevertheless, reportedly due to malnutrition, Vavilov died in prison. Medvedev does not give the date
of Vavilov’s death, but from the text it appears that he died either at the end of 1942 or beginning of
1943. It should be also mentioned that at the end of 1942 Vavilov was elected  a foreign member of
the Royal Society of London.

4. More about Hybrid Corn

Lysenko’s teachings had strong, mainly negative, impacts in many areas of Agrobiology.
Medvedev in his book (Chapter 8) takes 45 pages discussing failures of Lysenko’s scientific and
technological leadership. The case of hybrid corn, is just one of these topics.

In order to illustrate the accuracy of Medvedev’s criticism I have plotted  on Figure 1 corn
yields in the United States and Soviet Union since 1936 and on Figure 2 the corn yields in most corn
producing countries of the world in year 1985.  Points for the five years average (1934-1938) show
that at that time the yield in the US was only for about one third larger than in the USSR. By 1954, this
difference increased to about a factor of two. By 1985, it increased to about a factor of three.in spite of
the demise of Lysenkoism in 1965. The graph shows that there was a modest increase in yields in the
USSR in the second half of the fifties, few years after the CEC Resolution. It is interesting to observe
that yields did not improve much, if anything, for twenty years after the demise of Lysenkoism. Why?
(Note that Medvedev’s book was printed in 1967, thus he could not have discussed that question.)
There must be more than one reason, but one  reason is very likely the lack of infrastructure
knowledge about genetics and various technologies of producing new hybrids suitable for various
climatic and soil conditions.

Medvedev is also pointing out that in addition to the direct damage to the national economy,
like in case of hybrid corn, there is an indirect damage created due to the fact that generations of
students and scientists have been incorrectly educated, a mistake that takes generations to correct. To
illustrate that point, Medvedev states (Chapter 8, Conclusions, page 194).

“And such misinformation [teaching of Lysenkoism] extends beyond agriculture.
Twenty-five successive classes of physicians have been graduated from medical
school without the slightest notion of the laws of heredity.”

What effect this fact had on development of medical sciences in the USSR, on the quality of
medical care, on longevity of people? Who can tell !

5, The Last Phase: 1962-1966

Medvedev takes about 50 pages to report on the demise of Lysenko and his teachings. The
demise of Lysenkoism  itself was a mixture of politics and scientific judgments. Many very important
people, like Khrushchev who defended Lysenko and Sakharov who attacked him (see also Sakharov’s
Memoirs) were also involved. These pages are very interesting with a happy ending. Mindless
Lysenkoism was destroyed. Lysenko himself was professionally discredited, but he was not thrown
into jail as Vavilov was some 25 years earlier.
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Part II  About Antinuclear Movement

1.  History of Nuclear Power Development

1.1   The Beginnings

Scientific feasibility of constructing a nuclear reactor capable of producing  net energy by
“burning” uranium was demonstrated on 2 December 1942. The engineering feasibility of constructing
a reactor capable of producing substantial amounts of heat (and plutonium needed to make atomic
bombs) was demonstrated in November 1943. The first reactor that was producing 5 MW of electricity
was constructed in Obninsk in the Soviet Union and connected to the grid in June 1954. Soon after,
much larger electricity producing reactors were constructed in the United States, Canada, Great
Britain, Soviet Union and Sweden. The peaceful application of uranium fueled thermal reactor has
started in earnest during the fifties and sixties. A short and a very nice history of early developments
of nuclear power industry can be found in (BODA 96, Ch.1)

1.2   Early Optimism

Benefits of nuclear power were obvious from the very beginning. When used in breeder
reactors, the earth supplies of uranium and thorium are sufficient to power a fully industrialized world
practically forever (see JOVA 99, Sec. 4).

Initially, the optimism that nuclear reactor will be able to produce large amounts of electricity
cheaply and easily was great. Admiral Lewis Strauss, Chairman of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission, enthusiastically and very optimistically, without consulting his technical advisors, stated
on 16 September 1954 that nuclear produced electricity will be so abundant that it would be “too
cheap to meter” (BODA 96, page 7, also MARB 83, Appendix 5(B), “A History of Nuclear Power
Development”, by Herbert Kouts, page 5(b)-3).  This particular slogan “too cheap to meter” has been
used over and over again  by anti nuclear critics as a proof that “nuclear establishment” was utterly
unrealistic, even deceiving, in their attempts to promote nuclear power. In fact, this is an incorrect
interpretation of events. Admiral Strauss was a politician-manager who made that statement on his
own, without having agreement from professionals dealing with nuclear power. Thus, it is unfair to
blame nuclear professionals for that statement.

1.3   Ownership of Nuclear Power Stations

As soon as scientific and engineering feasibility of using nuclear reactors for the production of
electricity was demonstrated, it was necessary to decide who should own, build and operate nuclear
power stations. Should that be private corporations that would operate them with the goal of
maximizing their profits from the sales of electricity, or government owned and operated infrastructure
enterprises whose task would be to produce electricity in the “best possible” manner for the benefit of
all people to use it.
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Figure 1. Annual corn yields in the United States and Soviet Union in kilograms per hectare
as a function of years. Point at 1936 is the average for five years, from 1934 to 1938. Data were taken
from various issues of the International Section of the Statistical Yearbook of Yugoslavia (SGJU VY).
In these sections are normally reproduced data collected by the United Nations.
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Figure 2. Annual corn yields in in Kg/ha for 1985 in various countries. As in previous figure
data were taken from various issues of the International Section of the Statistical Yearbook of
Yugoslavia (SGJU VY). In these sections are normally reproduced data collected by the United
Nations.

This was clearly a sociopolitical issue. It was really a choice between capitalist and socialist
enterprises. In the United States, decision was made to have nuclear power stations privately owned,
that is to be profit making enterprises (the exception was Tennessee Valley Authority). In Canada,
where electricity production was already in (provincial) government hands, it was natural to have
nuclear power stations publicly owned, just as almost all  other electrical power stations were owned
since the beginning of using electricity in everyday life. It was the same practice in France, UK, and of
course in the Soviet Union.
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1.4   Nuclear Power Growth in the United States

Again a very nice summary of the development of nuclear power in the US can be found in
(BODA 96, Sec. 1.2). As it can be seen, the first reactors were connected to the grid in the 1960s. In
the 1970s, the growth vigorously continued until 1979, the year the accident at the Three Mile Island
happened. In 1972, the expectations were (ibid., fig 1.4) that nuclear capacity in the US would reach
about 1000 GWe by 1995. Due to several reasons, The Three Mile Island accident being a very
important one, this did not happen. The growth in use of nuclear power was ten times smaller. With
some exceptions, like France, the developments in many other countries were not any  better. At the
end of the twentieth century, the nuclear power as an important source of electricity was literally
abandoned in many countries.

What is the reason for such high initial optimism and subsequent decline?

2.  Root Causes of the Antinuclear Movement

This is a very complex issue as there are many causes. Some people believe  that a very strong
component of antinuclear movement is political in its origin and that nuclear power bashing appears to
them as a convenient tool to use in order to achieve other objectives. Personally, I do not agree with
these views, except in case of Ukraine and Belarus where anti-Russian nationalists used the Chernobyl
accident to promote their independence goals.

I would like to separate root causes of antinuclear movement into two broad categories: (1)
causes that stem from real concerns and (2) those that stem from imagined concerns.

2.1  Real Concerns

There are four important concerns to take care of when using nuclear power. These are:

2.1.1 Explosions and Meltdowns

Nuclear power is a potentially dangerous technology. Core explosions, core meltdowns and
large releases of nuclear radiation are possible. Uranium/plutonium fuel in a nuclear reactor has a large
amount of (nuclear) energy contained in a relatively small volume. If that energy were suddenly
released, it would make a really big explosion, but not bigger than it happened  at Chernobyl. I
discussed the causes of Three Mile Island and Chernobyl Accidents in (JOVA 03, as well as in JOVA
81 and JOVA 91b)

2.1.2  Nuclear Radiation at High Doses

When talking about radiation we have to separate effects of radiation delivered at high doses
over short period of time, and of relatively small doses delivered over either short or long time
periods, like natural background radiation and radiation used for diagnostic purposes in medicine.

The radiation effects at high doses and high dose rates are obvious and well established. There
is no controversy about its dangers.  If doses are high enough radiation produces radiation sickness
and can be lethal, usually within a week or two.
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2.1.3  Spent Nuclear Fuel ((Nuclear Waste)

Production of energy creates nuclear waste composed of highly radioactive isotopes. Some
isotopes have short half lives, shorter than weeks or months, while others stay around for years, even
millions of years.  Nuclear waste radiation is so intense that it would make people sick and may kill
them, if they are exposed to it. Both people and their environment have to be carefully shielded from
it.  (For a review of nuclear waste issue see JOVA 89.)

2.1.4  Nuclear Bomb Proliferation

Reactors produce plutonium. This plutonium could be used to make atomic bombs. In fact, the
first reactor at Oak Ridge was designed and built to do just that, to produce plutonium that was used to
destroy Nagasaki..

************

All four of these concerns have been considered by the nuclear professionals (and politicians)
from the very beginning of the development of nuclear power. Many different actions were taken to
alleviate any potential dangers and solve the problems. In the past, of course, some mistakes have been
made. Opponents of nuclear power sometimes had constructive criticisms, but too often they either did
not understand what and why events happened, or, like Moe Sheppard (see above)  did not want to
understand them.  Sometimes they unnecessarily exaggerated the consequences.

All of these problems are specific to the nuclear power and there are no similarity between
them and problems that arouse due to development of Lysenkoism.

2.2  Imagined Concerns

Many opponents of nuclear power do not understand the issues related to nuclear power and
are either unwilling or uninterested to learn what the problems are and how they could be or have been
solved. I would consider these people to be in the fourth category, those who “do not know that they
do not know, and who should be avoided”.

2.2.1 How Safe, How Risky?

Most opponents of nuclear power expect and demand that nuclear power is operated
essentially as a perfectly safe technology. Of course, this  demand cannot be met, as ideal technology
does not exist, it never existed and never will..

There exists no ideal world. This well known truism was nicely summarized nearly two
centuries ago, by a poet, the Serbian Orthodox Bishop and ruler of Montenegro, Petar Petrovich -
Njegosh, in his epic Mountain Wreath when he wrote

None yet e’er drank a honey’d draught
Unmixed with cup of bitter gall,
And cup of gall for honey equally doth call.
That so, the mixture one may easier drink.

(Njegosh  1811 -1851)
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Translating these verses into modern language, we can say that there exists no Technological
Utopia.  We must never forget that nuclear power is not ideal either. In other words it is wrong to ask
for “unreasonable assurances” and to”promise excessive safety””, as IPPANI panelists wrote in their
report (see above Sec. 2, Example (2))

When talking about safety we have to keep in mind that there are two aspects of safety. One is
the factual information and the other is the subjective risk perception of people exposed to it and
their willingness to accept it or not. Needless to say, often subjective risk perception has nothing to do
with reality. Let us look at two examples.

An Example of Factual Risk Information.  If statistics tells us that on average one plane  in
10 million airplane flights crashes killing all people aboard, than we know that probability of being
killed on a certain flight is one in ten million. With this “hard” information we can decide to travel by
plane or not.

An Example of Subjective Risk Perception.  I would like to quote my experience during my
seminar about Three Mile Island (JOVA 81). That seminar was advertised in local newspapers and
some people with antinuclear feelings came. In the beginning of my lecture I talked about health
effects of low levels of radiation. Here are few lines from the unpublished transcript of that lecture:

“With this information [about theoretical dangers of low levels of radiation
according to the assumption of LNT (Linear No-Threshold) hypotheses] you can take
pencil and paper and do your own arithmetic.  In Manitoba, there are one million
people each receiving from cosmic rays, natural radioactivity, medical examinations,
etc. about 0.2 rems per year. Thus, according to the linearity hypothesis each year
about 20 latent cancers are induced in Manitoba by that radiation.  ......  But,
remember, this is only on the assumption that LNT - linear no threshold  hypothesis is
valid.  .....  I have done a similar calculation for Air Canada.  Air Canada, in 1979,
carried passengers for 14 billion passenger-miles (AIRC 79).  Cosmic ray dose
increases as we go up. ....Thus,  it follows that Air Canada induces about 0.15 cancers
per year in addition to those cancers induced by natural radiation.  Now, let me ask
you:  Are you upset about this?  Should we shut down Air Canada because of that?  I
hear one voice saying “Why not?”  Well, I do not think so....

Clearly, this person in the audience demands absolute safety from minute exposures to
radiation but he was not taking into account the existance of background radiation, ot the facts that
planes do crash killing everybody aboard, and that cars on the way to and from an airport also crash
and often kill people in it. Subjective estimate of risk for that particular person, is obviously in huge
discord with reality.

The existence of  dangers associated with operations of nuclear reactors was recognized by
nuclear scientists and engineers from the very beginning and various measures were routinely taken to
keep reactor operations “SAFE”.  But what does “SAFE” mean? Nothing in this world is “absolutely
safe”. Thus, the big problem becomes “HOW SAFE” nuclear power should be. Here is where
difficulties start. Briefly, a fraction of public demanded, and still demands, from nuclear establishment
to guarantee safety levels that cannot be achieved, in fact to be ideally safe. These demands on very
high safety levels in nuclear industry cost large amounts of money. On the other hand, safety demands
on coal produced electricity are very week. This asymmetry in demands on safety between coal and
nuclear produced electricity amounts to a substantial financial subsidy of coal industry in
comparison with nuclear industry. If  coal power stations were required to contain their air pollution
emissions the way nuclear industry contains its radioactivity, and if coal production were required to
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be as safe as nuclear reactors, the coal production of electricity would be much more expensive than
nuclear produced electricity.and coal power stations would have gone bankrupt long, long time ago.

2.2.2  Nuclear Radiation at Low Doses

What about low doses of nuclear radiation, say below 0.1 Sv  (10 rems)? Is that radiation
harmful to human health, has no effect on it  or it is even beneficial (if hormesis exists). A lot of
research around the world has been done to find out what are health effects. Unfortunately, there are
no conclusive experiments to give an answer to this important question. The effects, if they exist at all,
are very small, thus experiments are very difficult to be conclusive.

This is where the great controversy was created as long ago as nineteen fifties and that has not
yet been resolved. Many articles, reports and books have been written that have discussed this
controversy in a more or less general manner. I shall mention just a few.

Samuel McCracken wrote a book “The War Against the Atom” as early as 1982 (MCCR 82).
In that book he gives an excellent survey of the development of nuclear industry and antinuclear
opposition to it since late 1940s.

John H. Marburger, Chairman of the Shoreham Commission, presided over hearings  whose
goal was to recommend whether the completed Shoreham nuclear reactor should be licensed to
operate. The Report (MARB 83) contains all pro and con documents submitted to the Commission and
is an excellent source of information. The report illustrates very nicely some of the basic arguments
that were used by both “nuclear establishment” and the “antinuclear  opposition”.

I have already mentioned above (Sec. 2, Example (2)) the IPPANI hearings. The report of the
panel contains large volume of information presented by both proponents and opponents of the nuclear
power. I have my own presentation  recorded in an unpublished report (JOVA 84b).

In my long survey article “Radiation Protection Philosophy: Time for Changes” (JOVA 94b,
98) I have discussed at great length difficulties that were generated by the fact that science did not yet
make a clear statement about the dangers of  low levels of radiation.  Briefly, at low doses of radiation
the effects, if they exist at all, are so small, that any experiments performed so far are not conclusive
due to large statistical errors, as well as inevitable presence of systematic errors, sometimes called
confounding factors.

As a result, the choice between several distinct theoretical possibilities is to a large extent
matter of subjective judgments.  The ICRP Committee chose LNT (Linear No-Threshold) model as
the most realistic working hypotheses. Unfortunately, most people have been misinterpreting the true
meaning of the LNT and have accepted it as a scientifically proven fact, which is quite wrong (see
JOVA 94b). In addition to this, some scientists, based on poorly analyzed observations and
experiments have started to argue that the dose-injury relationship is more harmful than the LNT
model. These interpretations are totally wrong. In many respects the claims by these people are similar
to various claims made by Lysenko and his followers as explained by Medvedev in his book (MEDV
67).

The exaggerations done by a few people are often widely disseminated by the media. Many of
exaggerations  have taken roots in public minds, sometimes even in some professional minds. These
exaggerations have cost almost every country around the world, directly or indirectly, enormous
amounts of unnecessary efforts and capital to protect people from non-existing, or trivially small
theoretically postulated dangers. Prof. B. Cohen, in his book "Before It's Too Late"(COHE 83) has a
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brilliant discussion of costs that are imposed on the society to save it from ridiculously small
theoretical dangers.

In 1985, in my second seminar about the Three Mile Island accident (JOVA 85), I reviewed
some activities and publications done by Dr. E Sternglass and  support he unjustifiably received from
The New York Times.

Dr Sternglass and Dr. J. Gould, at the end of 1987, have announced at the First Global Victims
of Radiation Conference in New York (essentially an anti-nuclear gathering).that the results of their
analyses of Chernobyl fallout in the United States “suggest” that 40,000 people in parts of US died
from that radiation within few months. Although these conclusions are an obvious and easily
recognizable nonsense, it was picked up by the “very reputable” British  Economist and American
Wall Street Journal and disseminated around the world. A short summary of this sad episode in
Western media was presented in (JOVA 02, Sec. 13) and a detailed report in an unpublished Resource
Note (JOVA 94a, Sec.5, pp. 59-75).

2.2.3  Conflict of Interest

In my opinion, the US decision to have nuclear power stations in private hands is partly
responsible for the rise of antinuclear movement. The reason is very simple. Nuclear power is
potentially very dangerous and the overall safety is of paramount importance. If power station is in
private hands where a good “bottom line” is the primary goal, the owners have internal conflict of
interest. The safety costs money, thus, by cutting down on safety, the company profits will be
automatically increased. So, the question “HOW SAFE?” immediately becomes very important. And
who decides on it? Is it nuclear engineers within the company, is it financial management of the
company, people who live in the vicinity of the nuclear power station, or government (federal,
provincial/state or local) bureaucrats or an ad hoc committee?

If nuclear power station is operated with a  primary goal to make a profit, rather than to
make electricity to serve people, people will likely be suspicious that company has been saving
money on safety in order to increase income of owners. Briefly, that it will put profits before safety. In
other words, it is not sufficient for a nuclear power company to have acceptable safety practices, is
must be seen by the concerned population as obviously operating in a “safe enough” manner. And this
is a very difficult condition to fulfill. These suspicions are  very nicely illustrated in the Shoreham
Commission Report (MARB 83).

Part III:  Comparing Lysenkoism and Antinuclear movement

Are there any similarities between the two movements? What are the differences?

1. Wrong Experiments and Their Interpretations

Some members of both movements performed poor experiments, got wrong results,
pronounced their results as the only ones that are correct without ever proving their claims in repeated
experiments by themselves or by other scientists. Then, they used these incorrect results of their
experiments to support hypotheses of their choice introduced by others or to introduce a new
hypotheses of their own.

Medvedev devotes the whole chapter in his book (MEDV 67, Ch. 8, Lysenko’s Agrobiology,
pp. 151 - 194) to discuss different unsuccessful attempts by Lysenko’s school to create new varieties
of plants and animals.Medvedev points out that most of these attempts were justified on bases of
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improperly done, or incorrectly interpreted experiments, combined with some ad hoc hypotheses  that
had weak or nonexistent theoretical foundation.

Most actions of adherents to the antinuclear movement were basically similar to actions of
Lysenko followers. They also used results of poorly performed and incorrectly analyzed experiments
to justify their most favored hypothesis and conclude that low doses of radiation are dangerous, that
nuclear industry should be shut down, or if not shut down that more effort and money should be spent
to make nuclear operations “safer”. Of course, in all these arguments, the question “how much safer?”
was never stated leaving the door open for future demands for further increasing the “safety”. This
philosophy created huge economic loses and diverted existing funds to reducing very small risks  due
to minute radiation exposure instead to use these funds in making our roads safer, our houses and
workplaces more fire resistant, or something else. {In Canada every year about 1000 people die in
fires.

Antinuclear movement made a very large effort in claiming that low doses of radiation are far
more harmful than what is assumed by the LNT hypotheses. And the movement was at least partially
successful in putting pressure on regulatory agencies to lower limits on acceptable tolerance doses. In
particular, Dr. Ernst Sternglass has been one, but not the only one, of the members of this group of
people. In several instances I have documented some of their  claims and have presented a rebuttal
(JOVA 85, 87, 94a, 02). Unfortunately, today, a very large fraction of people are so scarred of low
levels of radiation that they even refuse medical help, if it involves them to be exposed to some
radiation.

In both cases, proponents of Lysenko’s Agrobiology and people unreasonably scared of
radiation, in my view, belong to the group of people who “do not know, and do not know that they do
not know”. In the Soviet Union, Lysenkoites were active and in command of national policies from the
middle of thirties to about middle of sixties. In case of nuclear issues, the radiation scare has been
active ever since the beginning of the sixties, and it is still continuing. In fact, if anything, the radiation
scare has been increasing, not decreasing.

2. Reliance on the Media and/or Political Authorities

I mentioned above (Sec I.2) that as early as 1927, Lysenko managed to have a feature story on
himself published in Pravda. This, of course, increased his reputation among common public and
political leaders, but certainly not among his professional peers. Nevertheless,  the appearance of that
article signifies the beginning of Lysenko’s quest for media and political support. In addition Lysenko
was skillful enough to have himself appointed as editor of some professional journals, like
Yarovizatsiya (Vernalization). As a result,within few years Soviet popular media and many political
leaders were  strongly supporting Lysenko and his collaborators. As it happened, when Stalin’s Great
Terror of 1937 and 1938 with ruthless purges of Soviet intelligentsia took place (YAKO 02, see for
instance Chapter Intelligentsia, p.123), Lysenko  already had most (all?) of popular media, and some
of professional magazines, supporting him. This support was sufficiently strong that it was used to
generate political support as well as remove, sometimes physically (like  in the case of Vavilov), any
scientific opposition to the teaching and practice of Lysenkoism.

The initial development of antinuclear movement in the US  had some similarities and
differences to the development of Lysenkoism in the USSR. In the beginning there was a genuine,
scientifically based, difference of opinions about true dangers of exposures to low levels of nuclear
radiation. Initially, this discussion was taking place in professional journals, but when opponents of
nuclear power started loosing any support at the professional level, like Sternglass in particular, they
started to announce their findings in common popular and non-professional media, like New York
Times and others. For some reason, popular media loved to publish “research” results of “scientists-
whistle-blowers”. Surprisingly, by the time the Three Mile Accident occurred, most of the media was
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already strongly on the side of people that media believed to be genuine “whistle-blowers”. Just as
Lysenko in the Soviet Union, nuclear opponents have managed to generate effective support of the
media.

But there are differences.

In the beginning, during late twenties, Lysenko had neither, professional, nor media, nor
political support. By skillful handling of all three, at the end of thirties Lysenko managed to get very
strong political and media support but still had a very weak, almost nonexistent professional support.
As a result, when political climate changed in the middle sixties and professional community was
again listened to by political leaders Lysenkoism was quickly swept away. Popular media quickly got
the message from party leaders and essentially overnight changed the tune and turned against
Lysenkoism. Lysenkoism very quickly suffered its demise.

Anti nuclear influence over media is still very strong, in practice complete. (Which newspaper
or TV station is willing to criticize antinuclear pseudo-science and describe in a professionally
acceptable manner the nuclear power issues?) Since middle sixties , for four decades, antinuclear
influence over the media, and media over public, has been almost complete. This influence without
having professional support has become, for all practical purposes, nothing else but brainwashing, just
as in case of Lysenkoism. .Briefly, in both cases, brainwashing of the general public has been very
successful.

Since the sixties, in the US and most other countries in the industrialized West, the media has
been strongly influenced by the antinuclear movement and has openly supported it. Why? I have no
short and easy answer to this question. In this nuclear-antinuclear issues, the media has not been
influenced by politicians, the way media was in the USSR. On the other hand media is strongly
influenced by the “bottom line”. Clearly no editor will “offend” the bottom line. Would sales of a
newspaper (TV station) fall if the company stops promoting antinuclear ideology? I could not possibly
pass a judgment on this question, but I hear some people arguing that advertising revenues and sales
would fall if a media company starting criticizing environmental and antinuclear movement. If this is
indeed correct, than there is a good analogy between the USSR and Western media.  In the Soviet
Union, editors were not free, they had to satisfy political demands. In the West the media editors are
not free either, as they have to satisfy demands of the “bottom line”. And if the bottom line demands
(or there is a perception that it demands) that media supports presently popular antinuclear and pro
environmental movement, then, all editors do  it.

So, at present, in the West we seem to have a vicious circle. Media with help of
environmentalists is brainwashing people by feeding them with a lot of incorrect information about
both environment and nuclear power. People do not realize that they are brainwashed and are happy
with it. So they reward those media outlets that are the best in brainwashing. Media, of course do not
dare to make any changes as this will  (might) affect their bottom line. So, there is a very stable
misinformation system that developed all by itself, a system that keeps growing because it feeds on
itself.

In fact, brainwashing cycle is  influencing all political parties so much, that no party has
strength to stand behind the nuclear power because it is afraid to loose more votes than it could afford.
As a result the whole political establishment, either in power or in opposition is antinuclear. Thus, the
political change cannot destroy antinuclear movement, the way the political change in the USSR
demised Lysenkoism.

3.  What the Future Might Bring

I am not very optimistic that any political party can be strong enough to break this
brainwashing circle. I also am not optimistic that any professional society can be strong enough to
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break the same circle. But, the circle will eventually be broken. If nothing else helps, the reality of life
will break it. How ?

I have written several papers (see JOVA 91, 99 and 00) showing that nuclear power is
essential, whether we like it or not, to power an industrialized world. Thus, sooner or later (hopefully
sooner than later) the viscous circle will get broken, if for no other reason, than it will be broken
because TV studios and printing presses will run out of electricity!!

To illustrate what I mean here I shall tell a personal story:

In February 1989 I visited Moscow and Chernobyl. (Note that my visit took place shortly
before the break up of the Soviet Union.) I was exceptionally well received and was told the following
story: (I am recounting the story as I remember it.  I have no written references to support details. I
apologize if it turns out that some details are incorrect.)

In February 1989, in Armenia there were two old nuclear reactors operating. (I was told they
worked fine producing electricity even during the great earthquake that hit Armenia two months
earlier.) They were among the first Soviet PWR reactors built and initial plans were to shut them down
in the middle nineties. Then, since Gorbachov’s Glasnost was getting more and more popular, and
particularly after the great earthquake, the environmentalists in Armenia were requesting an earlier
shutdown of these reactors. The Soviet authorities agreed to shut them down couple of years earlier
than originally planed.

In December 1990, the Soviet Union disintegrated and Armenia became independent. As an
independent country it had to take care of its own electricity needs. As they originally demanded, both
reactors were closed down and moth balled. (I do not know when these reactors were actually taken
off the  grid and do not know how Armenians supplied their country with electricity.) Nevertheless, I
remember reading in our Canadian papers few years later that for two winters Armenia had very
severe shortages of electricity. Without those two old nuclear reactors operating, without having fossil
fueled power station to replace them and with difficulties of importing electricity they apparently had
very hard times during these two winters. And what happened. They decided to refurbish those two
moth balled reactors by asking the IAEA for professional and financial help. Few years ago, I read in a
newspapers that the first of the two moth balled reactors were connected to the grid again and that they
were working on refurbishing the second one.

Clearly, if a country has no fossil fuels and no hydro power, the anti nuclear opposition
quickly disappears. In those cases, there is nothing wrong with some old refurbished nuclear power
stations!

*****************

I just hope that the brainwashing circle, circle that imposes enormous economic costs all
around the world, is broken before many countries have to repeat Armenian experience.
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